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T.A.J. Ouermi, A. Knoll, R.M. Kirby, M. Berzins. Modernizing OpenMP Fortran for Embedded System
Scalability, In Proceedings of the Practice and Experience in Advanced Research Computing 2017 on

Sustainability, Success and Impact, PEARC17, No. 12, ACM, pp. 17:1--17:8. 2017. ISBN:
978-1-4503-5272-7 DOI: 10.1145/3093338.3093392 ABSTRACT Modernization of OpenMP Fortran,

frequently referred to as OMP 4 Fortran, is a standard set of extensions to the OpenMP 4.0 standard
that have been widely adopted by the OpenMP community. OMP 4 Fortran provides features that
facilitate portability of Fortran code among compilers and architectures, particularly portability for
future architectures. OMP 4 Fortran constructs are used to port segments of the original code to

achieve scalability on architectures in which segmentation or threading is not available. In this paper,
we examine the effect that these features have on the performance of the 6-class microphysics module

(WSM6) in the US Navy's NEPTUNE code. We find that with functioning constructs, the microphysics
module can scale linearly with thread count on KNL and derive benefit from unaligned access. The

code changes to achieve these results are minimal and apply to modern production codes, and with
minor tuning, can also be deployed on architectures not anticipated at the time of code modernization.

T.A.J. Ouermi, A. Knoll, R.M. Kirby, M. Berzins. Transparent Memory Allocation Using OMP SIMD, in
Proceedings of the Practice and Experience in Advanced Research Computing 2017 on Sustainability,

Success and Impact, PEARC17, No. 12, ACM, pp. 14:1--14:8. 2017. ISBN: 978-1-4503-5272-7 DOI:
10.1145/3093338.3093394 ABSTRACT We present a new method for allocating shared memory that

enables the transparent threading of memory-intensive applications without additional compiler effort.
A central goal of this work is to provide a platform independent, portable solution to the problem of
transforming a single-threaded application to support memory-intensive computations on a platform

with large numbers of shared memory threads. By transforming the single-threaded application using a
sequence of individual map-reduce operations using the standard OpenMP map and reduce primitives,
we are able to transform the application to support threading transparently at the compiler level. This

solution is novel in that it allows transparent use of modern SIMD memory instructions, the OpenMP 4.0
standard, and the built-in Fortran facilities of the OpenMP runtime library. Additionally, our approach is

platform independent, portable to any architecture that implements SIMD instructions, and requires
minimal application or compiler modification.
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i also tried to use intel visual fortran composer xe 2013.0.089
supplier..: team tbe date.: 20.09.2013. intel visual fortran
composer xe 2013 0 089 iso tbe-adds intel visual fortran
composer xe 2013 0 089 iso tbe-adds intel visual fortran.

changes since intel parallel studio xe 2016 composer edition. to
enable fee with microsoft visual studio 2013 shell, you need to
move. the document may contain zero invariant sections. amr,

gsm fr are international standards promoted by iso, iec, itu, etsi,
3gpp and other organizations. program main !$implicit$

type(numeric) :: a(10) a(1)=2 call f(a) end program main intel
fortran 2013 crack 3 this compiles and runs without errors. the

following is a brief explanation of the syntax. openacc is a
directive-based programming model for accelerators which

enables delegating the responsibility for low-level (e.g. cuda or
opencl) programming tasks to the compiler. to this end, using

the openacc api, the programmer can offload compute-intensive
loops to an attached accelerator with little effort. the open

industry standard openacc has been introduced in november
2011 and supports accelerating regions of code in standard c,

c++ and fortran. it provides portability across operating
systems, host cpus and accelerators. i have tried the custom

build of the intel fortran development kit on both a windows and
mac machine and can't get it working. after installing the intel

fortran development kit i can't seem to build a project with intel
visual fortran. i get an error message that the project is corrupt.
i have tried this a few times with two different custom builds of
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